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Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,
If you have made it here, that is enough. If you have made it
here, it’s because in some way, shape or form you have been
exposed to injustice, oppression, silencing or violence and you
want to do something about it. Whether these modes of power
have been inflicted upon you or you have somehow been
complicit in inflicting them on others, your presence here is
the first step to ending this suffering. To us, much of feminist
work is dedicated to theorizing and exploring solutions to the
suffering attributed to these modes of power, and so this
publication is dedicated to exploring one particular mode of
resistance—that being feminist activism—and acting as a
guide for critiquing movements, initiating new ones and
educating any and all who share these interests but don't know
where to start.
Not only does feminism deal with eradicating the oppression
of women and all marginalized people but in this process it
ends up addressing a plethora of issues that would altogether
better the condition of all humans. But getting started can be a
tricky and at times overwhelming task. Do I take a class? Do I
donate money? Do I grab a sign and yell at my representative?
We believe the first step is education. But education does not have to be exclusive to sitting in a
classroom nor does learning have to be separated from practice and active engagement. Just as
bell hooks notes that theory can be a liberatory practice because our lived experiences and how
we think and talk through them and act on them are ways of theorizing and “self-recovery,” so too
can learning about oppressions be an act of resisting them (38). You don’t however, need to be a
feminist killjoy in order to be involved in ending the injustices that affect us all. This is the
purpose of this publication, to educate everyone, killjoy or not, on how to take that first step as an
activist while being aware of the theories and critiquing ourselves because “[a]ctivism might need
us to involve losing confidence in ourselves, letting ourselves recognize how we too can be the
problem” (Ahmed 175).
So yes, at times activist work can be daunting but that is why we are here. This publication
exists as a guide, a way for learning the theories and the on-the-ground tactics for acknowledging
and resisting oppression and engaging in conscious and intentional activism and feminism.
Whether it be by protesting with a sign or tweeting to people across the world, ultimately, it is this
work that must continue and spread to effect change. As Sojourner Truth so aptly said, “I am for
keeping the thing going while things are stirring; because if we wait till it is still, it will take a
great while to get it going again” (92). For some people, existence itself is resistance. For them,
that is enough. But some of us can do even more and it is our responsibility to resist for them.
Moving is resistance, even the subtlest raising of an arm. Reader, do not go still. Ask for help. Do
not hesitate. Keep things stirring.
Sincerely,
Dorsa Djalilzadeh
!
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The Women’s March:
A Product of Colonial Enterprise

On Saturday, January 21st, the day after President
Trump's inauguration, the Women’s March, a coordinated
event planned in protest of the new White House
resident's sexist rhetoric and controversial interactions
with women, took place all around the world. The general
consensus was that the march accomplished its mission of
bringing women together to object what many call a
misogynist tyrant and his administration and that it was a
grand example of a unified feminist movement. Despite
these efforts, however, many have pointed out that women
of color, transgender and queer people, and other
marginalized women were erased to give cisgender, white,
heterosexual women a platform to dominate. Following
the march, numerous articles emerged critiquing it in a
plethora of areas. From white women criticizing women
of color for being divisive when speaking out about the
murder of black and brown people, to erasing queer and
transgender voices, they colonized the march through a
monopoly on visibility and voice. The bodies of
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marginalized women were used to uphold a notion of
rights belonging to a certain standard of woman: a white,
cis, and heterosexual woman of respectable position.
Cisgender, heterosexual white women’s appropriation of
the women’s march from those who don't fit this same
narrative and their lack of support for marginalized people
is an exercise of their colonial power. The examples
demonstrated at the march reinforce the notion that
marginalized women and people cannot develop their
freedoms alongside white women until white peoples’
colonial hierarchies of race, gender, and sexuality are
eradicated. While there are many other controversies
surrounding the march, it is important to recognize this
type of feminist movement’s positive work and
troubleshoot what went wrong in a manner that allows for
a more conscious way of doing feminist activist work in
the future.
Perhaps the largest concern with the Women's
March was the tension that accompanied the silencing of

women of color. The sheer number of white women who
dominated the streets of every march in the U.S. brought
to light a sore subject within feminist history: the
representation and consideration of women of color;
however, this was only scratching the surface. The people
who showed up with signs saying “Black Lives Matter”
were speaking to issues that cannot be separated from a
black woman's identity, such as the systematic
extermination of black citizens; however; these people
were still criticized for being divisive particularly to the
women's movement. This issue is one that is prevalent
throughout the feminist movement: that when the
mythical norm of the white, cisgender, heterosexual
individual is challenged, “those of us who stand outside
that power often identify one way in which we are
different, and we assume that to be the primary cause of
all oppression, forgetting other distortions around
difference,” (Lorde 290). Problems like
these are ones that feminist movements
need to be wary of: the actuality that
many women are not only struggling
against oppressions targeting their sex
but also questioning their gender, their
sexual preferences, the color of their
skin, and countless other identities that
don't fit the mythical norm. Since
Sojourner Truth's speech imploring
white women to consider her as much a woman as them,
women of color have struggled to assert that their
consideration as women cannot discount their other
identities that make up who they are and multiply their
potential sources of oppression (91).
There is a politic of visibility at work in the
marginalization of women of color, a subversive politic.
As noted by multiple news sources, three of the four
primary women whom spearheaded the march—Linda
Sarsour, Carmen Perez, and Tamika D. Mallory—were
women of color and yet, the majority of women given
room to speak at the march in Washington were white and
the majority of the crowds were white (Cusumano). The
lack of diversity and representation at the march
demonstrates that feminist movements must be wary of
filling quotas with token narratives and failing to follow
through with actually hearing their voices. According to
“Don’t Blame Women of Color for Dividing The
Women’s March —or the Movement,” many black
women stated they would not attend the march because
they doubted the amount of support for Black Lives
Matter at the march; in response, white feminists brushed
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off their concerns (Adams). One white woman spoke to
the New York Times and claimed that women of color
should rise above the sniping of white feminism. The
appropriation of women of color’s production and the
silencing of their voices are examples of white women’s
colonization of bodies of color. It is when we not careful
of this silencing of women of color’s voices that Audre
Lorde's words recall the tragedy of complicity in the
feminist movement. She states that it should not be the
task of women of color to educate white women because it
“is a diversion of energies and a tragic repetition of racist
patriarchal thought” (16). She continues on to say that
“difference is that raw and powerful connection from
which our personal power is forged” and that “without
community there is no liberation” (16). It is up to white
women to educate themselves and work to build a
community with women of color to maintain unity.
Another troubling tool used to
signify solidarity in the feminist movement
but actually highlights our differences was
the prevalent use of “pussy hats.” These
soft, pink shapes that people wore on their
heads at the march were meant to
symbolize pussies as the unifying indicator
of “woman.” Such a representation of
women is exclusionary of transgender
women, lesbians, femme individuals and
others who identify as woman but don't necessarily have
vaginas or adhere to stereotypical assumptions of
“woman.” In addition, the overall lack of transgender
women represented at the women’s march in Washington
is a practice of cis, white women rendering the identities
and rights of transgender women invisible in order to
colonize the march. According to “The Women’s March
Left Trans Women Behind,” out of the sixty women who
spoke in Washington, there were only three transgender
women who spoke (Greer). The overwhelming
demonstration of white women’s utilization of pussy hats
as a symbol of women and women’s right erases the
notion of non-vaginal or transgender women as women.
This erasure sends the message that transgender women
and others who don't necessarily have vaginas can only
occupy a liminal space that they have been placed into
because so much has been constructed around genitalia.
“Identity is fundamentally performative,” meaning that
forms of visibility are based on language, dress, etc.
(Miller and Lucal 259). Therefore, the erasure of
transgender women from the list of speakers and the use
of “pussy hats” as a symbol for women, are performative
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representations of transgender women that reinforce a
social assumption: they do not exist. The differences
manifested in those without vaginas are targeted by a
colonizing rhetoric in that “colonization almost invariably
implies a relation of structural domination and
suppression—often violent—of the heterogeneity of the
subject(s) in question,” (Mohanty 328) consequently
revealing one more way the march enabled cisgender
white women to colonize the movement.
In addition to erasing transgender, femme and other nonbinary identities, for many, the march represented a space
where difference had to be policed in order for one to be
part of the feminist movement in the right way. Lila AbuLughod warns that “[o]ne of the things we have to be
most careful about is to not fall into polarizations that
place feminism...only on the side of the West” (44). While
the march managed to take place even in places like Iraq,
it was still spearheaded and attended by majority white
women who still operate under beliefs of liberal feminism
that construct freedom in very specific ways. Saba
Mahmood points out that “[t]he desire for freedom and
liberation is a historically situated desire whose
motivational force cannot be assumed a priori, but needs
to be considered in light of other desire, aspirations, and
capacities that inhere in a culturally and historically
located subject” (223). The fact is, uniting all women
under certain ideas of liberation in spaces like the march is
a precarious task because it forces people to consider the
positionality of everyone that the ideas should represent
and to acknowledge that unity does not necessitate
homogeneity.
Despite the problematic erasure of many women
at the march, it is important to
note that we are critiquing the
march in order to make
improvements in the future.
Altogether,
the
march
accomplished an overall mission
of bringing feminists and people
in general together to overcome
a sexist authoritarian. The
glaring issue with it was that it
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could not progress into an inclusive feminist movement
due to its reliance on the same gender norms, binaries, and
assumptions that stem from white supremacy and the
patriarchy, which in turn, exploit the same marginalized
people the movement should be fighting for. But efforts
directed at changing cultural assumptions like the gender
binary and white supremacy cannot be successful “unless
the institutional base of the society is changed to support
and reinforce the changed cultural view” (Ortner 220).
Therefore, if we continue to create organizations and
marches that challenge the ideas of female inferiority but
operate under the structure of the white supremacist
gender-binary hierarchy, then white, cisgender women
will continue to normalize themselves as the women
whose rights should be fought for and marginalize women
of color and transgender women’s identities for power and
colonial property.
All of this is not to say there were not good things
about the march, we critique in order to expand the
inclusivity of the feminist movement, and so we must
adjust and build upon the what exists now. A movement
as vast as the Women's March is a promising
manifestation of the lesbian existence, of “the sharing of a
rich inner life, the bonding against male tyranny...the
breaking of a taboo and the rejection of a compulsory way
of life” (Rich 300). This is the essence of activist feminist
work, of uniting and resisting a common oppressive
existence, but to also be aware that this existence is shared
by women of color, transgender women, femme
individuals and others. This is the sort of activist work we
should be striving for.
- Niyat Ogbazghi
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Can we click our way to justice?
In the span of two decades, social media has
become completely ingrained in our societal and
individual identities. Social media creates unique
platforms on which seemingly people of all colors,
genders, sexualities, and origins can communicate on
an apparently level playing field. Internet activism,
though giving a virtual voice to millions, ultimately
only gives an illusion of progress, as it furthers the
silence of the oppressed in working within the
hegemonic hierarchy of power.
Internet activism, also known by the names of
online activism, web activism and social media
activism, has a vast reach, its abilities remaining
widespread and changing as the internet changes with
time. A few of its current forms include online
petitions, social networks, blogs and microblogging
(i.e. Twitter), and the widespread use of cellphones
and texting. These forms of online activism have
allowed for national and international conversations,
changed the way we fundraise, and even influenced
legislation (Rees, Reset).
A discussion of internet activism must first
start with a discussion of definitions. It may be true
that as technology changes, so too does our definition
of activism, yet since 1915, “activism” has been
known to mean, “a doctrine or practice that
emphasizes direct vigorous action especially in
support of or opposition to one side of a controversial
issue” (Webster). This definition implies a level of
difficulty as necessary to the work of activists. So
what does this mean for internet activism, something
which often requires nothing but a click to participate
in?
The ease of access that internet activism
offers allows for a plethora of voices to be heard. And
while this may mean raising the voices of women,
minorities and other marginalized people, it also
means giving courage to otherwise closeted
oppressors. In this age of social media, anyone with
access to technology can post, tweet or share a picture
saying anything from “All lives matter” to
“#pussygrabsback” all while sitting on their couch at
home. This phenomenon occurs often within
microblogging on websites like Twitter. With the use
of hashtags and the phenomena of hashtag activism,
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as it may sometimes be called, otherwise isolated
oppressors can come together to create their own
counter movement. Take, for example, the hashtag
#NotAllMen. This term gained popularity after the
2014 Isla Vista killings, giving men and women a way
to quickly state that the misogynistic killing did not
reflect the feelings or desires of all men. This hashtag
movement is a classic example of a derailed feminist
conversation, forcibly led off-track by a defensive
argument (Plait, Slate). This popular hashtag, which
remains in circulation three years later, was countered
by the hashtag #YesAllWomen, which focuses on the
widespread oppression that all women must deal with
on a day-to-day basis, even if not all men are involved
in the oppressive behavior. Today #NotAllMen is
mostly used to mock inconsiderate men and women,
like the viral comic strip “Not-All-Man,” an ignorant
superhero who interrupts strangers’ conversations to
“defend the defended.”
The fact that #NotAllMen is now based in
mockery and opposition to an originally sexist
movement says something about the nature of social
media. Would #YesAllWomen have been possible
without it emerging from #NotAllMen? This issue of
inception and source calls into question the issue of
sensation within social media. In Sara Ahmed’s Living
a Feminist Life, Ahmed says that, “something is
sensational when it provokes excitement and interest”
(Ahmed 21). Ahmed describes feminism as
sensational because it revolves around typically
unaccepted concepts that are often met with
opposition, anger and intensity. The role of sensation
within social media activism, however, seems to find
a different source. For one, the intensity of lived
experiences and arduous actions in the name of a
cause are dulled by the filter of a screen, effectively
disconnecting those intense, sensational feelings that
feminism depends on to respond and survive. Not
only can the oppressor disengage when they want to,
they can also easily step back in, creating a space of
unease that adds to an already fragile and challenged
existence for the oppressed and marginalized. The
sensation of the internet is often based not on the
issues that breaks the norm, but the movement which
attempts to reverse this progress, like #NotAllMen.
Although we would like to believe that the sensation

of feminism is the loudest voice, on the internet, the
wide accessibility of social media means that the
loudest voices may be those that oppose change. In
140 characters, all screams are just as loud.
This social media movement, like most, went
through many phases over time. The hashtags allowed
for widely accessible conversations across America
both in defense of men and in defense of feminism. It
would be simple to look at this circumstance and
recognize the positives behind this form of so-called
activism. It not only allowed for feminist thought to
prevail, as #YesAllWomen seemed to have the final
word and #NotAllMen became a mockery, it also
allowed for the voice of the oppressor to be heard,
fought, and silenced, perhaps even allowing a few to
learn a lesson about feminism in the process.
The possible positive aspects of internet
activism are further articulated in author Jessalyn
Keller’s book Girlhood and the Politics of Place. In
the chapter “Making Activism Accessible: Exploring
Girls’ Blogs as Sites of Contemporary Feminist
Activism,” Keller articulates the freedom of the
internet that is not available in any other form of
activism, saying that there is a “marginalization from
traditional places of activism” for women, which has
resulted in “the creation by some girls of alternative
spaces where they can perform active identities,”
(Keller, 261). Keller argues that this safe space for
activism can be found on the internet, particularly in
the form of blogs, a form of media that is much more
produced than the previously discussed hashtag
activism.
But is this view of online activism as safe
space naïve? Perhaps in order to understand the power
of internet activism, we must first understand the
nature and environment of the internet. In How the
World Changed Social Media, the author points to
internet use outside of the United States. In many
countries, the internet is considered part of the public
sphere which often excludes women, forcing them to
create fake profiles if they are interested in joining
online conversations. It is this exclusion of women
from the “public” internet that upholds already
existing, oppressive norms. Social media also serves
as a place to visually uphold gender norms through
personal photos. Author Elizabeth Costa even
describes the social media as, “spaces in which
individuals want to demonstrate, and to have
confirmed, their adherence to cultural norms” (Costa
120). Even the access to autonomy that some cultures
of women may find through the internet proves trivial,
as the same access is granted to controlling male
figures, meaning the internet often simply mirrors the
set roles and hierarchies of the “real” world.
Though internet and social media use is
widespread, our sense that it is universal perpetuates
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the silence of those countries and communities
without technology. A vision of social media activism
as inclusive overlooks the exclusionary nature of
technology as well as the hierarchical systems that
continue to pervade all parts of our world. In 1979,
Audre Lorde critiqued academic feminist theory and
activism by saying “it is a particular academic
arrogance to assume any discussion of feminist theory
without examining our many differences, and without
significant input from poor women, Black and Third
World women, and lesbians” (15). Decades later, in
the age of the internet, we face the same arrogance in
our use of social media as a basis for activism. In
overestimating the power of social media, we risk
lowering our standards for change and misplacing our
efforts. In relying solely on online activism to incite
change, we will only ever be using the master’s tools.
Online activism has allowed for actions that may have
never been possible before, like the vast and direct
exposure and surveillance of police brutality. It has
changed the way we think about our individuality and
even the way we interact with our government
officials. The unprecedented engagement between
oppressor and oppressed through such a tenuous
platform has opened up a myriad of issues concerning
free speech and epistemological violence. The best
way to interact in this space remains to be seen. To
fully benefit from social media activism in particular,
we must understand the illusions and realities of
change that it creates and take considerate caution in
using as a tool of resistance.
- Mariel Wilson
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CULTIVATING FRIENDSHIPS
with

Iman Jodeh

Activism by members of the Western world that
concerns the liberation of non- Western people has to be
conscious in its efforts to support and not dominate non-Western
communities with Western ideology. Last week, I interviewed
Iman Jodeh, the founder and executive director of Meet the
Middle East and spokeswoman of the Colorado Muslim Society.
Meet the Middle East aims at fostering relationships between the
United States and the Middle East through immersion trips to the
Middle East, educational classes for people of all ages,
presentations, and cultural offerings. The Colorado Muslim
Society is a mosque for Muslim's in Colorado and serves as a
space to pray in and establish relationships with one another.
Jodeh is a first-generation Palestinian-American lecturer at the
University of Denver. She also serves as a regular guest speaker
on Islam and the geopolitical climate of the Middle East.
Jodeh agreed to speak with me about her work and told me that one of the fundamental keys to Western
communities getting involved with non-Western people is education. The kind of activist work that engages in
education and raising consciousness about the constructed and marginalized Other in order to end the intertwined
oppression is also feminist work because according to Catharine MacKinnon, “consciousness-raising [is] the feminist
method” (Alarcón 431). In order for non-Muslim's to stop being complicit in the oppression and marginalization of the
Muslim diaspora, they must dismantle their ideas of non-Western Muslim people as the dangerous “Other” first
through education, then eventually through a continuous process of consciousness-raising among others as well. As
Jodeh expressed to me, one of the biggest issues with Westerners attempting to get involved with supporting nonWestern Muslim people is their lack of social interactions with Muslim people. As a result of not having had that
contact, many Westerners will utilize their concepts of the hierarchical Self vs. the Third-World Other to structure their
advocacy work; consequently, their work will only be that of forcing their Western ideologies onto Muslims and
labeling them as a people of solely domestic women, violent men, and an overall backward population that needs
saving (Mohanty 331). This is the type of discourse that Jodeh and others engaging with the Meet the Middle East are
attempting to deconstruct and I talked to Jodeh about the motivations and challenges to such a project.

Niyat: What was your first introduction to activism?
Iman: I don’t think I really had a formal introduction. I grew up in a household where my father was one of the
founders of the Colorado Muslim Society and did a lot of education on the Palestinian issue. I think just
growing up even Palestinian, I was born into a conflict that as a child I didn’t understand because I lived in
the U.S. So, I was constantly grappling with understanding who the Israelis were, who the Jews were. So
when people would ask me a
s a child, I would try and tell them “I’m from here,” but it’s not on the map.
I literally remember in second grade having to explain to my teacher why my flag wasn’t on the poster for
the world flag. I literally think that’s my earliest memory of trying to stand up for myself.
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Niyat: So ever since you first identified as an activist,
how has your role evolved over time?
Iman: I never really looked at myself as an activist; I
really look at myself more as an educator. I
think when I was younger it was very
emotional, I didn’t think of things logically. I
had experiences that a lot of my peers weren’t
having,
like
experiencing
war
and
discrimination and being a second class citizen,
things that people in America are completely
immune to. I was starting to realize that my best
efforts were left either combating it
academically or logically so I wouldn't get
emotional. I would combat it either with the
right thing where I’d nip it in the bud, or I’d
take it back to the classroom, and I would be
able to educate everyone in my class about
what’s going on or what happened.
Niyat: As of today, how do you feel like the Muslim
ban and the increasing Islamophobia has
impacted your work with the Meet the Middle
East and the Colorado Muslim Society?
Iman: I’ll start with CMS (Colorado Muslim Society).
The mosque is getting a lot of attention
obviously, and I’ve been asked to speak quite a
bit about how it’s been affecting our
community. And so being the spokeswoman for
the community has allowed me to be a
representative for marginalized voices that
otherwise, aren’t able to get their stories out
there. As for Meet the Middle East, we’ve
definitely noticed a huge increase in participants
coming to us because they’re curious about
what Islam is, what the Middle East is, and who
the people that call it home are. Having said
that, we have seen a decrease in people who are
signing up for our trips because of this
increased culture of fear.
Niyat: In regards to Meet the Middle East, what was
the motivation in founding it, and what were the
steps you took to get informed on the issues?
Iman: When 9/11 happened, I was a sophomore in
college...and then, I was stuck in a position of
being a liaison between my Arab and Muslim
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community and the American and non-Muslim
community. So, I declared political science and
history and went on to get my masters in public
policy and I focused on urban redevelopment
and citizen cooperation in places of occupation
so I focused on the West Bank. After grad
school, I worked with a lot of organizations that
worked in the Middle East and I think a lot of
the admissions were based on peace. And I
realized that it wasn’t working so I got
frustrated and left, went into higher education
for a while [but] decided that it was still
important for me so I founded Meet the Middle
East based on the premise that we are not a
peace organization but rather an educational
organization. That was the component that I
really felt like folks were missing because they
were just wanting to jump to peace without
really understanding who was at the table...I’m
talking about like you need to have an
understanding of what Christianity says about
the Middle East, what does Judaism say, what
does Islam say. What is the history of the
political situation? What is the history of the
culture? Who has ruled this for over the past
500 years and left a mark? That’s what we mean
by education.
Niyat: How do you feel like your work has impacted
the lives of the people in the Middle East and
their diasporas and how do you feel like nonMiddle Eastern people responded to the
program and their engagement in cultural
immersion?
Iman: My target audience is not Arabs and Muslims
living here. I feel like I would be preaching to
the choir, which is what I don’t want to do. I
need to reach people who are convinced that
Muslims or Arabs are terrorists or the Middle
East is an unsafe place. The majority of our
participants, the people on our mailing list are
the exact opposite. They are not Muslim, they
are not Arab, and they do not hail from the
Middle East. I would say that 99% of our travel
alumni whether it’s our high schoolers or young
adults are again not Arab, Muslim, or Middle
Eastern. And I can confidently say that I take in

everyone from the age of 14 all the way to 85,
and I’ve had 85 year olds tell me “This is the
best trip I’ve ever been on. It has changed my
view of the Middle East, of these people, of
everything.” Our high schoolers are at such a
pivotal point in their lives that many of them go
on to major in international affairs or have a
minor in middle eastern studies. I’ve had many
students go to Amman or Egypt and spend a
year or two there studying Arabic simply
because of what Meet the Middle East has done
for them. For those that can only come to our
domestic programs, the simple uptake in
participation in our cultural programs or even
our academic classes, it's indicative of peoples’
thirst for knowledge. And they want to meet a
Muslim, they want to understand what’s going
on so they can be better informed to make
educated decisions for themselves. And that’s
really what we set out to do.
Niyat: For people both outside and within the Meet the
Middle East program, what do you tell people
who want to help educate others about Middle
Eastern and Muslim people as well as protect
the rights of Muslim and Middle East people in
the U.S. but don’t know how?
Iman: Yeah, that’s a great question. I think the first
thing that’s important, for example when I was
founding Meet the Middle East, it was really
important to me not to recreate the wheel. And
the reason being because I could've easily set
out to do yeah, another peace organization...that
wasn't being effective enough. There are so
many organizations out there that are doing
such great work. Whether it's refugee
resettlement like the IRC or North American

Islamic Center, they all have resources available
for you already. Either educate yourself or say
okay I need to do or go somewhere, where
would I go? I would start looking into local
organizations that do this work. So, for
example, if you are curious about learning about
Islam, go to a mosque open house or ask Meet
the Middle East. We always do Islam 101
lectures. I would just always suggest people
look for those resources before they go create
them because those resources contain the
correct information. They know how to talk
about Islam to Americans. They know how to
talk about the geopolitical situation to
Americans. And that’s what’s important.
Niyat: So in relation to the national movements created
to help protect the rights of Muslim people in
the U.S., what can you say about the leadership?
Are there any divisions within the leadership in
these movements? If so, where have they come
from and how have they been addressed?
Iman: I really think that if more Americans took the
time to simply meet a Muslim or meet an Arab,
then a lot of this fear would go away. And
we’ve seen this throughout history. We’ve
always had that ruling power and that other
group to fear. But what I am saying is break
bread with someone. Have coffee. Say hello.
You would be so surprised with how far that
goes. I think people look at Muslims like
foreign beings that don’t have common interests
in mind, but we’re American just as much as the
next person and we care about everyone’s safety
just as much as ours.

Transnational feminist activism concerning non-Western Muslim people can only be effective if
practiced in a state of continuous self-consciousness where people can reduce themselves to students of
current Muslim educators and activists. If not, then their participation will continue to exploit and colonize
the production of non-Western Muslim's time and time again. It is crucial however, to be aware of the
dynamics between teacher and student, especially the dynamics between white women who have had the
privilege of having theory and the surrounding world cater to them and women of color who have been in
a constant state of discomfort as the Other. It is not the task of these women and people “to make ourselves
more vulnerable to you than we already are before we have any reason to trust that you will not take
advantage of this vulnerability” (Lugones and Spelman 23). Iman Jodeh and those who engage in Meet the
Middle East are all participating in a vulnerable process. Education is the first step to helping end suffering
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from oppression and injustice but white people, citizens of the West, anyone who has not been
essentialized as the Other “will have to come to terms with the sense of alienation, of not belonging, of
having your world thoroughly disrupted…” (Lugones and Spelman 23).
Furthermore, it is important to avoid appropriating these spaces by creating organizations and
groups based on assumptions that don't take into consideration all the complexities Jodeh mentioned. In
order to participate in this kind of activism, Jodeh claims that one should first get to know members of the
Muslim community and establish relationships with them. While peace is a good goal to strive for, it
comes off a bit hypocritical because the historical relations between the West and non-West haven't been
peaceful. Nor is the epistemological or physical violence inflicting upon the non-West by the West by any
means peaceful; members of the oppressors’ communities cannot expect resistance to be peaceful when
their oppression has never been peaceful. There are a multitude of walls that confine marginalized people;
it is up to those who have not been marginalized, who have not experienced oppression but maybe have
been complicit it in even to find those walls, climb over them and help those on the other side get out
(Ahmed).
Moving forward, Westerners and others who want to get involved must remember that the key to
this difficult work is to interact with Muslims and Middle Easterners through personal relationships,
friendships not out of obligation but out of a real desire “to undergo the very difficult task of understanding
the text of our cultures by understanding our lives in our communities,” (Lugones and Spelman 24) to
educate themselves, and respect the activist movement as not theirs but belonging to Muslims and Middle
Easterners. Discomfort is the key to getting educated and self-consciousness is the key to existing and
resisting in an effective, helpful way. Meet the Middle East is a brave institution intent on helping this
process along but those who in engage in the process for the sake of learning must be willing to humble
themselves “to learn to become unintrusive, unimportant, patient to the point of tears” (Lugones and
Spelman 23). This is clearly a difficult task for all involved but in order for the work to move forward, it
ultimately starts with friendships like the ones Jodeh and her team are cultivating.
- Niyat Ogbazghi
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LOOKING FOR MORE?
If we haven't satiated your thirst for fighting oppression just yet and you're ready to take on more,
here are some important organizations to donate money and time to and sites to visit to keep
learning. This list is by no means exhaustive so feel free to find others and keep the thing stirring:!
Meet the Middle East!
Colorado Muslim Society!
TESSA!
guerillafeminism.org!
latinarebels.tumblr.com!
muslimgirl.com!
aroomofourown.org!
crunkfeministcollective.com!
Ladyfingers Letterpress!
Planned Parenthood!
ACLU!
The Young Center for Immigrant Children's Rights!
Union of Concerned Scientist!
Sylvia Rivera Law Project!
Southern Poverty Law Center!
Sierra Club!
She Should Run!
Running Start!
Reproductive Health Access Project!
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press!
Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network!
NextGen Climate Action!
The New York City Alliance Against Sexual Assault!
The National Woman's Law Center!
National Organization for Women!
National Immigration Forum!
National Immigration Law Center!
National Coalition Against Domestic Violence!
NAACP Legal Defense Fund!
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People!
NARAL Pro-Choice America!
Mazzoni Center!
Lambda Legal!
EMILY's List!
Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund!
Council on American-Islamic Relations!
Coalition for Human Immigration Rights of Los Angeles!
Center for Reproductive Rights!
Campaign Zero!
Boys & Girls Club of America!
Border Angels
!
Anti-Defamation League!
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